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＜Notes＞

Profitable Mergers in Cournot and Stackelberg Markets:
80 Percent Share Rule Revisited
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1 Introduction
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In a Cournot model, some exogenous mergers reduce the joint profits of the firms that are asI

sumed to collude. Such unexpected result was initially observed by Sala叫Switzer, and Reynolds

(1983)(hereafterSSR)･ In the Cournot oligopoly with linear demand and cost functions7 SSR

(1983)showed that mergers among firms that produce homogeneous goods are unprofitable
un-

less they involve at least 80% of the丘rms in the industry･ The robustness of their conclusion was

analyzed in various frameworks･ Daughety (1990)investigated the issue of pro丘table horizontal

mergers
in a Stackelberg market with homogeneous goods and complemented the conclusion of

SSR (1983)in the Cournot case･ Recently, in the same framework, Huck, Konrad, and Mtiller

(2001)studied that mergers between two leaders (twofo1lowers)are profitable only if there are

two leaders (two followers)･1

In this paper, we examine the share rulefor profitable mergers
in the Stackelberg market

as well as in the Cournot market with homogeneous goods･ In spite of the recent development

in the studies on mergers, comparison of such share rule in different market structures was not

undertaken. Our study extends and complements the analysis of SSR (1983)･We show that

mergers are unprofitable unless they involve at least 8097oof the firms with the same timing to

choose output
in the industry･ Thus, the 80% share rule for profitable mergers

in the Cournot

case remains valid in the Stackelberg equilibrium
in the sense that the mergers should inclllde

at least 80% of the leaders or the followers･

The remainder of this paper is organized asfo1lows･ In Section 2, we re-present the result

of SSR (1983)･Section 3 analyzes pro丘table mergers
in the Stackelberg market･ Final section

1

concerning papers on the pro丘t of mergers
in

other settings7 See also, Deneckere
and

Davidson

and Porter (1985),Kwoka (1989),and Farrell
and

Shapiro (1990)A

(1985),Perry
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concludes the paper with some remarks.

2 The result of SSR (1983): 80% share rule

We briefly re-present the result of SSR (1983) under Cournot oligopoly. Consider a market

for homogeneous product with Nfirms･ Costs are assumed to be linear and the marginal

cost is denoted by c･ Inverse demand function isgiven by
p(Q)

- a

- bQ with Q -

∑iN=1qi

denoting total supply and qifirm i's individual quantity･ a > c is assumed･ Firm i,s profit is

7Ti(qi)
-

(p(Q)- c)qi･
Under N homogeneous Cournot quantity competition, the C.urn.t-Nash

equilibrium implies that qi
-緯苛･

Thisgives a total supply ofQ -詳諸and
a price minus

marglnal cost ofp -
c

-是云･
The profit ofeachfirrn can be written as

7TC(N)
-

(α-c)2

b(N+1)2'
L･h

Thefirms have an incentive to merge if the profit of the post-merged firm exceeds the sum

of the pre-mergedfirms'profit･ Then, thefollowlng inequality must be satisfied if the merger of

k+ 1firms is
profitable under Cournot oligopoly (k ≧ 0, N ≧ k + 1).

打C(N-k)≧(k+1)打C(N)-(N+1)2≧(k+1)(N-k+1)2･ (2)

From (2),SSR (1983) showed that no
merger involving less than 80% ｡f th｡ firms in the

industry would be privately profitable.

3 The share rule in the Stackelberg equilibrium

In this section, we consider the twoIStage homogenous Stackelberg oligopoly･ The cost and

demand conditions are the same as those under the Cournot oligopoly･ There are nL < N
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stackelberg leaders who independently and simultaneously decide about their individual qu礼n-

tity. The
nF(-

N
- nL)

stackelbergfo1lowers decide upon their quantity after learning about

the total quantity supplied by the nL leaders･ Let qL be the quantity of the identical typ-

ical leader and qF be the quantity of the identical typicalfo1lower･ The subgame-perfect

Stackelberg equilibrium implies that (qL,qF)
-

(爺,
α-C

b(nL+1)(nF+1)
). This gives the sum

｡f leaders, and followers, quantities denoted by QL
-謡諸and

QF -

total supply
is (∋-

(nLnF+nL+nF) (α-c)

b(nL+i)(nF+1)

nF(a-c)
b(nL+1)(nF+i)

The

and subtracting marglnal cost丘･om the prlCe, We have

p -
c

-抑･
Then, the profits of a leader and a follower can be written asα-C

7TL(nL,nF)
-

(α-c)2

b(nL+1)2(nF+1)
and 7TF(nL,nF)

-

(α-c)2

b(nL+ 1)2(nF+1)2'
(3)

To provide an incentive for k+ 1 1eaderfirms to merge, the followlng Inequality must be satisfied･

打L(nL-k,nF)
≧ (k+1)打L(nL,nF)-(nL+1)2 ≧ (k+1)(nL-k+1)2･ (4)

A special feature to be noted
in (4) is that the inequality does not depend on the number of the

followers, nF･

Likewise, to provide an incentive for k + 1 followerfirms to merge, thefo1lowlng Inequality

must be satisfied.

打F(nL,nF-k)
≧ (k+1)汀F(nL,nF) - (nF+1)2 ≧ (k+1)(nF-k+1)2･ (5)

Note that (5)does not depend on the number of the leaders, nL･2

It is important to note that the above three equations (2),(4),and (5)represent the same

2The
share rule for profitable mergers

between a leader and a follower is not examined
in this paper since

it was already analyzed
in Huck et al･ (2001)･ In this case, the result of profitable merger is attributed to the

decrease in the number of followers
after

the merger･
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condition except the variables on the number of the firms N, nL7 and nF･ Thus, we obtain the

following Proposition.

Proposition l･ Suppose that Brms face the two-stage Stackelber9 quantity competition. Then,

(i)the Stackelber9 leaders have an incentive to merge ifthe market share ofthe merged Prm with

respect to the leaders exceeds 80%･ Likewise, (ii)the Stackelber9 followers have an incentive to

merge ifthe market share of the merged Prm with respect to the followers exceeds 80%.

Proof･ Rewriting (2)((4),(5)),we have the necessary and sufBcient condition under which the

merger is
profitable, i･e･, k+ 1 ≦ n

_<
k+

～/㌃丁了;n
- (N,nL,nF). Let us denote by α ≡辿 n

the mergedfirm's share with respect to the number offirms with the same timlng･ Thus, the

share for the profitable merger is
glVen aS follows:

k+1

k + JkT7
≦α≦1. (6)

The least share for a profitable merger is
α(k)≡講義･

This first and second derivatives are

α′(k)
-

1/2>石打-1

(k+∨師)2 and c{'(k)
- 13k(k+1)-1/2+7

4(k+何)3
Solving the first-order condition on

α(k)with
EiiZ!

respect to kフα′(k)- 0, we
obtain右-

3･ Because the second-order condition, α′′(k)'0, is

satisfied under any k in the
lleighborhood of宕,i is a local minumum value･ Moreover,

α(k)

is
strictly decreasing when 0 ≦ k < k (α′(k)< 0) alld it is

strictly increasing
when k

>右

(α′(k)> 0
respectively)･Thus,妄- 3 is the unique global minimum value. The

minimum ｡f the

shareis α(k)-読-o･8･

The minimum of the least sllare fわra pro丘table merger is 80%. When there exist 〟 = 5

E;i:!

firms in the industry and k + 1 - 4firms merge, the profitable merger occurs under the least

market share･ The least share function,
α(k),k≧

0 is graphed out by Figure 1.
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Figure 1: the least share for the profitable merger (α(k))
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4 Concluding remarks

ln the Stackelberg market as well as in the Cournot market, we showed that mergers are nn-

pro丘table unless they involve at least 80% of the丘rms with the same output choice timing in

the industry･ Note that the share rulefor profitable mergers in the Stackelberg case is less than

80% if it is Calculated with respect to the total number of the丘rms (both the leaders and the

followers)in the industry･ This implies that a merger between firms producing homogeneous

goods
is likely to be pro丘table

in the Stackelberg market･ The total output is reduced and so is

the welfare by mergers in both the Stackelberg and the Cournot cases･

This result can be explained as follows･ Let us consider the merger of the followers･ In the
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Stackelberg market, thefo1lowers decide their quantities after having already looked at the sum

of the quantity of the leaders･ The merger between the followers takes place if the profit of the

post-merged firm exceeds the sum of the pre-merged arm under the residual demand after the

leaders'output choice･ This decision of the second-stage Stackelberg follower is the same as that

of the Cournot case except that･ the demand considered is the residual one･ Next, considering

the merger of the leaders, the leaders decide on the merger, taking into consideration the best

response on the effect that the leaders'quantities choice has on the quantities of thefo1lowers.

The similar logic explains the 80% share rule among the leaders in the丘rst-stage under the

reduced demand which incorporates the e鮎ct of the best response･ From this loglC) We Can

conjecture that the 80% share rule will hold in the n-stage Stackelberg market.

We discussed the case in which the firms in the industry are identical･ One of the remaining

issues is the analysis of the share rule for profitable mergers when there exist asymmetricfirms･

The case of pro丘table mergers I)etween the asymmetric丘rms should be examined uslng more

general丘･ameworks.
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